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1. ^ ^ Wim : 1x5=5
Choose the correct answer from the following:

(a) 100 "C ̂  -23 "0 ^ ̂
ifjpvsl

The efficiency of Camot engine operating
between 100 ®C and -23 ®C will be

100 100^
" 100 100

373 +250 373 -250

-^tT- ~W
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( 2 )

(b) C?R CW3I® 'TO ̂  <!nl%^7

Entropy remains constant in

(i) W5T% sfefFS
adiabadc process

(ti)

isothermal process

(ni)

isochoric process

(iv)

isolated process

(c) SP'R TdS

The first TdS equation is

(i) TdS = Cpdr-T(—] dP
Urj,

(a) rdS = Cv^dr+rf—1 dP
KdTJp

(Hi) TdS = CydT+T(^^ dV
KdTJy

(iv) TdS = Cpdr+rf^l dV
\dTjp
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( 3 )

(d) w (K") ̂

(t|)^ "sn^

The relation between the coefficient of

conductivity (/f) and the coefficient of
viscosity (ti) of a gas is

(i) c^=K/r\

(n) n = c^/K

(m)K==r\/Cy

(iv)

None of the above

The particles ob^dng Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics are

(i)

identical

(U)

identical and indistinguishable

(in) ̂
distinguishable

(iv) ̂ *15=1

photons

2. (a) W ^ I 2
state and explain the Zeroth law of
thermodynamics.
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(b) "TOppt ^1^ "sn^

w I 3

Explain the isothermal and adiabatic
changes with examples.

(c) ^ 2Sl^m

1^ 1 4

Distinguish between reversible and
irreversible processes with examples.

(d) Rl^sj -46(^1
WI 1+4=5
What is Camot engine? Explain work
done for different strokes for it.

(e) ^ 1/6. "qR c*nW
65 K gpr 1 /3
^  2fK%^ ̂

1  * 3
The efficiency of a Camot engine is 1/6.
on reducing the temperature of the

u  efficiency becomes1/3, then find the initial and fmal
temperature between which the circle is
working.

,8«WS ̂  ̂ ̂
1^ I

Write a short note on second law of
thermodjmamics.
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( 5 )

3. (a)

I^Rtl _ ^
What is inversion of temperature? Write
its expression for gas.

(b) ̂  ft C^ICTI ■a5i CW95R ftw
grf^ ^

Derive any one of the foUowing MaxweU's
thermodynamical relations.

«(a-(S),

What do you understand bydjmamic potential? Explam enthalpy
and Gibb's function.

^m/ Or

C _C. =i? ^ Cp ^
^ ̂

cs^ •
Use Maxwell's relations to^ obtM
r -Cu^R for an ideal gas where Cp

C  are molar specific heats at
^nstan^t pressure and constant volume
respectively.
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4. {a) ^ ̂ C^

^Rvii5h|(:<j.\ijh to Rr«n i 2

Name the transport phenomena present
in gases involving momentum, energy
and mass transfer.

(b) CW TO ̂  TOT ■%
^TO5 TO ^ w £Rsi*RlPt^5T

1  3

What do you mean by mean free path of a
gas molecule? Derive an expression for
mean free path on the basis of kinetic
theory of gases.

(c) m
TOW W ^ TO 2RTOlPli$T Srf^
TOT I 3
Starting from Maxwell-Boltzmann distri
bution function for molecular speed,
derive an expression for the root-mean-
square speed.

TOfW/Or

CTO CTO tost To
TO "5;® TO TOW «iiT5T

I

On the basis of kinetic theory of gases,
deduce an e3q>ression for the viscosity of
gas in terms of mean free path of its
molecule.
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5. (a) wK ^ ̂

What is perfect blackbody? How is it
realized in practice? What is the value
of absorptive power for a perfect
blackbody?

State Stefan-Boltzmann law of radiation

and derive it from Planck's law of
blackbody radiation.

W^/ Or

^ ̂  <5^ 2# f^i5m m
6-3x10^ Jm'^sec"^ ̂  ̂ 1^«I

^ ̂  "SIFT

5-669xlO~® W/m^/K'^ ^
I

Each square metre of the sun's surface
radiates energy at the rate of
6 • 3 X lO"^ J m"^ sec"^ and Stefan's

constant is 5-669x10"® W/m^/K^.
Find the temperature of the sun's
surface.
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6. (a) 1%?
R«S|1V0 ^ ? 2

What is phase space? What is the
minimum,size of phase space in classical
and quantum statistical mechanics?

(b) ^ ̂
I  2

Define and explain the terms macrostate
and microstate with the help of example.

(c) R«3H^ -J^
1%? 2
What are the basic postulates used in
Bose-Einstein statistics?

(d) c^-

R«aH^ "sn^ I 3
Distinguish between Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics, Bose-Einstein statistics and
Fermi-Dirac statistics.

★ ★ ★
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